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Abstract. It was proved by Ginzburg, Mirkovic and Vilonen that the GðOÞ-equivariant perverse
sheaves on the af¢ne Grassmannian of a connected reductive group G form a tensor category
equivalent to the tensor category of ¢nite dimensional representations of the dual group G_.
In this paper we construct explicitly the action of G_ on the global cohomology of a perverse
sheaf.
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0. Introduction

It was proved by Ginzburg, Mirkovic and Vilonen that the GðOÞ-equivariant
perverse sheaves on the af¢ne Grassmannian of a connected reductive group G form
a tensor category equivalent to the tensor category of ¢nite-dimensional repre-
sentations of the Langlands dual group G_ (see [G] and [MV]). The proof uses
the Tannakian formalism. The purpose of this paper is to explicitly construct
the action of G_ on the global cohomology of a perverse sheaf. More precisely,
we de¢ne the action of the Chevalley generators of the Lie algebra of the group
G_ and prove that they satisfy the Serre relations. In order to do so, we ¢rst prove
that the Chevalley generators are primitive with respect to the coproduct in Lemma
2.3. Then we check the relations in the minuscule and quasi-minuscule cases.
The formula for the action of the generators is not new in the sense that it is forced
by the compatibility of the above-mentioned equivalence of categories with
restrictions to Levi subgroups.

It would be interesting to ¢nd a q-analogue of this construction. It would give the
global counterpart to [BG].
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1. Notations and Reminder on A⁄ne Grassmanians

1.1. Let G be a connected reductive complex algebraic group. Let B;T , be a Borel
and a Cartan subgroup of G. Let U � B be the unipotent radical of B. Let B� a
Borel subgroup such that B \ B� ¼ T . Set XT ¼ Hom ðT ;GmÞ and X_T ¼
Hom ðGm;T Þ be the weight an the coweight lattice of G. For simplicity, we write
X ¼ XT and X_ ¼ X_T . Let ð ; Þ:X � X_ ! Z be the natural pairing. Let R be
the set of roots,R_ the set of coroots. LetR
 � R,R_
 � R_ be the subsets of positive
and negative roots and coroots. Let Xþ � X , X_þ � X_ be the subsets of dominant
weights and coweights. Let rG 2 X be half the sum of all positive roots. If there
is no ambiguity we simply write r instead of rG. Let G_ and ZðGÞ be the dual group
and the center of G. Let ai; a_i ; i 2 I , be the simple roots and the simple coroots,
and let oi;o_i be the fundamental weights and coweights. For any root a 2 R,
let Ua � G be the corresponding root subgroup. If a ¼ ai, i 2 I , we simply set
Ui ¼ Uai and U�i ¼ U�ai . Let W be the Weyl group of G. For any i 2 I let si be
the simple re£exion corresponding to the simple root ai.

1.2. Let K ¼ CððtÞÞ be the ¢eld of Laurent formal series, and let O ¼ C½½t�� be the
subring of integers. Recall that GðOÞ is a group scheme and that GðKÞ is a group
ind-scheme. The quotient set GrG ¼ GðKÞ=GðOÞ is endowed with the structure of
an ind-scheme. We may write Gr instead of GrG, hoping that it does not cause con-
fusion. For any coweight l_ 2 X_, let tl

_

2 T ðKÞ be the image of t from the group
homomorphism l_:GmðKÞ ! T ðKÞ. If l_ is dominant, set el_ ¼ tl

_

GðOÞ=GðOÞ 2
Gr: The GðOÞ-orbit Grl_ ¼ GðOÞ � el_ is connected and simply connected. Let
Grl_ be its Zariski closure. Let PG be the category of GðOÞ-equivariant perverse
sheaves on Gr. For any l_, let ICl_ be the intersection cohomology complex on
Grl_ with coef¢cients in C. Consider the ¢ber product GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr. It is the
quotient of GðKÞ �Gr by GðOÞ, where u 2 GðOÞ acts on GðKÞ �Gr by
ðg; xÞ 7! ðgu�1; uxÞ. The map

~pp:GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr! Gr; ðg; xÞ 7! ge0

is the locally trivial ¢bration with ¢ber Gr associated to the GðOÞ-bundle
p:GðKÞ ! Gr: Thus GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr is an ind-scheme: it is the inductive limit of
the subschemes p�1ðGrl_1 Þ �GðOÞ Grl_2 : Consider also the map

m:GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr! Gr; ðg; xÞ 7! gx:

For any l_1 ; l
_
2 2 X_þ let ICl_1 ? ICl_2 be the direct image by m of the intersection

cohomology complex of the subvariety

p�1ðGrl_1 Þ �GðOÞ Grl_2 � GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr:

The complex ICl_1 ? ICl_2 is perverse (see [MV], and [NP, Corollaire 9.7] for more
details). It is known that the cohomology sheaves of the complex ICl_ are pure
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through an argument similar to [KT] (see also KL]). It is also known that any object
in PG is a direct sum of complexes ICl_ (see [BD, Proposition 5.3.3 (i)] for a proof).
Thus we get a convolution product ? : PG � PG ! PG. It is the convolution product
de¢ned by Mirkovic and Vilonen.

1.3. Let P � G be a parabolic subgroup of G, N � P be the unipotent radical,
M ¼ P=N be the Levi factor. Let M0 ¼ ½M;M� be the semisimple part of M. Con-
sider the diagram GrG 

g
GrP!

p
GrM;where the maps g and p are induced by

the embedding P � G and the projection P!M. The ¢bers of p are NðKÞ-orbits.
Observe that GrM is not connected. The connected components of GrM are labelled
by characters of the center of the dual group M_. Let GrM;y_

� GrM be the
component associated to y_ 2 XZðM_Þ. By de¢nition, el_ 2 GrM;y_ if and only if
the restriction of l_ to ZðM_Þ coincides with y_. The element r� rM belongs to
X_ZðM_Þ. Put

GrM;n
¼

G
2ðy;r�rM Þ¼n

GrM;y_ :

The following facts are proved in [BD, Section 5.3].

PROPOSITION. (a) The functor p!g� gives a map res GM :PG ! ~PPM ¼
L

n PM;n½�n�,
where PM;n is the subcategory of MðOÞ-equivariant perverse sheaves on GrM;n.

(b) For any E;F 2 PG we have res GMðE ? FÞ ¼ ðres GMEÞ ? ðres GMFÞ.
(c) For any E 2 PG we have H�ðGr; EÞ ¼ H�ðGrM; res GMEÞ.
(d) If P1 � P is a parabolic subgroup and M1 is its Levi factor then resMM1 maps

~PPM to ~PPM1 , and res GM1 ¼ resMM1 � res GM. &

1.4. Let ~gg be the af¢ne Kac^Moody Lie algebra associated to G. Let ~oo0 be the fun-
damental weight of ~gg which is trivial on LieðT Þ. Let W0 be the irreducible integrable
highest-weight module of ~gg with higest weight ~oo0. Let p be the corresponding group
homomorphism GðKÞ ! PGLðW0Þ (see [Ku, Appendix C], for instance). The central
extension ~GGðKÞ of GðKÞ is the pull-back p�GLðW0Þ, where GLðW0Þmust be viewed as
a C

�-principal bundle on PGLðW0Þ. The restriction of the central extension to GðOÞ,
denoted by ~GGðOÞ, splits, i.e. ~GGðOÞ ¼ GðOÞ �C

�. Fix a highest-weight vector
w0 2W0. Let LG be the pull-back of OPð1Þ by the embedding of ind-schemes
i:GrG ,!PðW0Þ induced by the map

GðKÞ ! PðW0Þ; g 7! ½C � gw0�:

The sheaf LG is obviously algebraic.

1.5. For any i 2 I let Pi be the corresponding subminimal parabolic subgroup of G.
Let Ni � Pi be the unipotent radical and put Mi ¼ Pi=Ni. Hereafter we set

ires ¼ res GMi ; pi ¼ p; gi ¼ g; Zi ¼ ZðMiÞ and Li ¼ LMi :
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The product by the ¢rst Chern class of Li gives a map

li:H�ðGrMi ; EÞ ! H�þ2ðGrMi ; EÞ;

for any E 2 PMi .

1.6. For any m_ 2 X_ set Sm_ ¼ UðKÞ � em_ . It was proved by Mirkovic and Vilonen
that if E 2 PG, then

H�ðGr; EÞ ¼
M
m_2X_

H2ðr;m_Þ
c ðSm_ ; EÞ; ðaÞ

(see [MV], and [NP] for more details). For any i 2 I and any m_ 2 X_ set also
SMi
m_ ¼ UiðKÞ � em_ � GrMi . The Grassmanian GrMi may be viewed as the set of points

of Gr which are ¢xed by the action of the group Zi by left translations. This ¢xpoints
subset is denoted by ZiGr. In particular, SMi

m_ may be viewed as a subset of Gr.

2. Construction of the Operators ei , f i, hi

2.1. To avoid useless complications, hereafter we assume that G is semi-simple. The
generalization to the reductive case is immediate. For any i 2 I and E 2 PG, let
ei be the composition of the chain of maps

H�ðGr; EÞ ¼ H�ðGrMi ; ires EÞ !
li H�þ2ðGrMi ; ires EÞ ¼ H�þ2ðGr; EÞ:

Moreover, set

hi ¼
M
l_2X_
ðai; l

_
Þ idH�c ðSl_ ;EÞ:H

�ðGr; EÞ ! H�ðGr; EÞ:

By the hard Lefschetz theorem there is a unique linear operator f i:H�ðGr; EÞ !
H��2ðGr; EÞ such that ðei; hi; f iÞ is a slð2Þ-triple.

THEOREM. For any E 2 PG, the operators ei; f i; hi, with i 2 I, give an action of the
dual group G_ on the cohomology H�ðGr; EÞ. &

2.2. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA. For all l_ 2 X_ we have

eiðH�c ðSl_ ; EÞÞ � H�c ðSl_þa_i
; EÞ and f iðH�c ðSl_ ; EÞÞ � H�c ðSl_�a_i

; EÞ:

Proof. It is suf¢cient to check the ¢rst claim. Since

Sl_ ¼ NiðKÞUiðKÞ � el_ ¼ p�1
i ðS

Mi
l_ Þ;
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we get, for any E 2 PG,

H�c ðSl_ ; EÞ ¼ H�c ðS
Mi
l_ ; ires EÞ: ðaÞ

Now, if E 2 PMi then

liðH�c ðS
Mi
l_ ; EÞÞ ¼ liðH ðai;l

_
Þ

c ðSMi
l_ ; EÞÞ � H2þðai;l_Þ

c ðGrMi ; EÞ:

Moreover, for all m_ 2 X_ ’ XT_ we have

Sm_ \GrMi;y_ 6¼ ; () m_jZðM_i Þ ¼ y_:

Thus, if E 2 PMi then

liðH�c ðS
Mi
l_ ; EÞÞ ¼

M
m_

H ðai;m
_Þ

c ðSMi
m_ ; EÞ;

where the sum is over all m_ 2 X_ ’ XT_ such that

m_jZðM_i Þ ¼ l_jZðM_i Þ and ðai; m_Þ ¼ ðai; l
_
þ a_i Þ:

The only possibility is m_ ¼ l_ þ a_i : &

The lemma implies that ½hi; ej� ¼ ðai; a_j Þ ej for all i; j 2 I . Since ei; f i, are locally
nilpotent and since ½ei; f i� ¼ hi by construction, if ½ei; f j � ¼ 0 for any i 6¼ j, then
the operators ei; f i; hi, give a representation of the Lie algebra g_ of G_ on the
cohomology group H�ðGr; EÞ for any E 2 PG (see [Ka, Section 3.3]). The action
of the operators hi lifts to an action of the torus of G_. Thus, the representation
of the Lie algebra g_ lifts to a representation of the group G_. By (1.3.d), in order
to check the relation ½ei; f j� ¼ 0 for i 6¼ j we can assume that the group G has rank 2.

2.3. Recall that any complex ICl_ is a direct factor of a product ICl_1 ?
ICl_2 ? � � � ? ICl_n such that the coweights l_i are either minuscule or quasi-minuscule
(see [NP, Proposition 9.6]). Observe that [NP, Lemmes 10.2, 10.3] imply indeed that
if the set of minuscule coweights is nonempty, then we can ¢nd such a product with
all the l_i ’s beeing minuscule. Recall also that for any E;F 2 PG there is a canonical
isomorphism of graded vector spaces

H�c ðSl_ ; E ? FÞ ’
M

m_þn_¼l_
H�c ðSm_ ; EÞ !H�c ðSn_ ;FÞ; ðaÞ

(see [MV], and [NP, Proof of Theorem 3.1] for more details). Let DðeiÞ;Dðf iÞ;DðhiÞ, be
the composition

H�ðGr; EÞ !H�ðGr;FÞ ¼ H�ðGr; E ? FÞ �!
ei;f i;hi

H�ðGr; E ? FÞ

¼ H�ðGr; EÞ !H�ðGr;FÞ;

where the equalities are given by (1.6.a) and (a).
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LEMMA. If x ¼ ei; f i; hi, then DðxÞ ¼ x! 1þ 1! x.
Proof. If x ¼ hi the equation is obvious. If x ¼ f i it is a direct consequence of the

two others since a slð2Þ-triple ðei; hi; f iÞ is completely determined by ei and hi. Thus,
from (2.3a), (1.3b) and (1.3c), it suf¢ces to check the equality when G ¼ SLð2Þ
and x ¼ ei. Then, the operator ei is the product by the ¢rst Chern class of the line
bundle LSLð2Þ on GrSLð2Þ: More generally, for any simply connected group G, the
GðOÞ-equivariant line bundle LG on the Grassmannian Gr lifts uniquely to a
GðKÞ-equivariant line bundle on the ind-scheme GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr. Let denote it by
L2. The group GðOÞ acts on the pull-back of LG by the projection GðKÞ�
Gr! Gr. The quotient is the bundle L2. The vector bundle L2 is algebraic, i.e.
its restriction to the subscheme p�1ðGrl_1 Þ �GðOÞ Grl_2 is an algebraic vector bundle
for any l_1 , l_2 . Indeed, there is a normal pro-unipotent closed subgroup H of
GðOÞ such that GðOÞ=H is ¢nite-dimensional and H acts trivialy on Grl_1 ;Grl_2 :
Since H is pro-unipotent, the restriction of LG to Grl_2 is GðOÞ=H-equivariant. Thus
the restriction of L2 to p�1ðGrl_1 Þ �GðOÞ Grl_2 is identi¢ed with the algebraic sheaf
on

ðp�1ðGrl_1 Þ=HÞ �GðOÞ=H Grl_2

induced by the restriction of LG to Grl_2 . Consider also the pull-back L1 of the line
bundle LG by the 1st projection ~pp:GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr! Gr. We claim that

m�LG ¼ L1 ! L2: ðbÞ

Let m:GðKÞ � GðKÞ ! GðKÞ be the multiplication map. The product in the group
~GGðKÞ gives an isomorphism of bundles

m�p�LG ’ p�LGop�LG

on GðKÞ � GðKÞ. This isomorphism descends to the ¢ber product GðKÞ �GðOÞ Gr and
implies (b). Observe now that (a) is induced by the canonical isomorphism

�
p�1ðGrl_1 Þ �GðOÞ Grl_2

�
\m�1ðSl_Þ ’

G
m_þn_¼l_

ðSm_ \Grl_1 Þ � ðSn_ \Grl_2 Þ

resulting from the local triviality of p (see [NP, Lemme 9.1]). By ðbÞ this isomorphism
identi¢es the restrictions of the line bundles m�LG andLGoLG. Let lE be the operator
of product by the ¢rst Chern class of LG on the global cohomology of the perverse
sheaf E 2 PG. Then (a) gives lE?F ¼ lE ! 1þ 1! lF . &

2.4. From Section 2.3 and (1.3.d) we are reduced to check the relation ½ei; f j� ¼ 0,
i 6¼ j, on the cohomology group H�ðGr; EÞ when G is adjoint, has rank 2, and
E ¼ ICl_ , with l_ minuscule or quasi-minuscule. For any dominant coroot l_

let Oðl_Þ � X_ be the set of weights of the simple G_-module with highest weight
l_. Recall that
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(a) the coweight l_ 2 X_þ � f0g is minuscule if and only ifOðl_Þ ¼W � l_, if and only
if ða; l_Þ ¼ 0;
1, for all a 2 R,

(b) the coweight l_ 2 X_þ � f0g is quasi-minuscule if and only if Oðl_Þ ¼
W � l_ [ f0g, if and only if l_ is a maximal short coroot. Moreover if l_ is
quasi-minuscule then ða; l_Þ ¼ 0;
1; for all a 2 R� f
lg.

For any coweight l_ we consider the isotropy subgroup Gl_ of el_ in G. Thus

Gl_ ¼ T
Y

ða;l_ÞW 0

Ua:

In particular B� � Gl_ if l_ is dominant, and we can consider the line bundle LðlÞ on
G=Gl_ associated to the weight l. The structure of Grl_ for l_ minuscule or quasi-
minuscule is described as follows in [NP].

PROPOSITION. (c) If Sm_ \Grl_ 6¼ ;, then m_ 2 Oðl_Þ.
(d) If m_ 2W � l_, then Sm_ \Grl_ ¼ Sm_ \Grl_ .
(e) If l_ 2 X_þ is minuscule, then

Grl_ ¼ Grl_ ¼ G=Gl_ and Sw�l_ \Grl_ ’ UwGl_=Gl_ 8w 2W :

(f) Assume that l_ 2 X_þ is quasi-minuscule. Then Grl_ ’ LðlÞ and Grl_ ’
LðlÞ [ fe0g as a G-varieties. Moreover,

Sw�l_ \Grl_ ’
UwGl_=Gl_ ; if w � l 2 R�;

LjUwGl_ =Gl_
; if w � l 2 Rþ:

8<
: &

3. Proof of the Relation ½ei; f j� ¼ 0

3.1. Assume that G is adjoint, has rank two, and set I ¼ f1; 2g. The Bruhat
decomposition for Mi implies that Miel_ ¼ Uiesi �l_ [UiU�a_i el_ : Thus,

(a) if ðai; l_Þ > 0 then Miel_ ¼Miesi �l_ ¼ Uiel_ [ fesi �l_g;
(b) if ðai; l_Þ ¼ 0 then Miel_ ¼ fel_g.

3.2. Assume that l_ is a minuscule dominant coweight. Fix m_ ¼ w � l_ with w 2W ,
and ¢x i 2 I . One of the following three cases holds
(a) we have ðai; m_Þ ¼ 1, and

SMi
m_ \Grl_ ¼ Uiem_ ; SMi

m_�a_i
\Grl_ ¼ fem_�a_i g;

GrMi
m_ ¼ Uiem_ [ fem_�a_i g;
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(b) we have ðai; m_Þ ¼ �1, and

SMi
m_þa_i

\Grl_ ¼ Uiem_þa_i ; SMi
m_ \Grl_ ¼ fem_g;

GrMi
m_ ¼ Uiem_þa_i [ fem_g;

(c) we have ðai; m_Þ ¼ 0, and SMi
m_ \Grl_ ¼ GrMi

m_ ¼ fem_g.

Obviously, the sheaf ires ICl_ is supported on Grl_ \GrMi . Thus, by (2.2.a) and
Lemma 2.2, if f2e1ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ f0g then

SM1
m_ \Grl_ ; SM1

m_þa_1
\Grl_ ; SM2

m_þa_1
\Grl_ ; SM2

m_þa_1�a
_
2
\Grl_

are non empty. In particular, we get

ða1; m_Þ ¼ �1; ða2; m_ þ a_1 Þ ¼ 1:

Since l_ is minuscule, m_ 2W � l_, and ða2; a_1 ÞW 0, we get

ða2; m_Þ ¼ 1; ða1; m_Þ ¼ �1; ða2; a_1 Þ ¼ 0:

Similarly,

e1f2ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ f0g ) ða2; m_Þ ¼ 1; ða1; m_Þ ¼ �1; ða1; a_2 Þ ¼ 0:

Thus we are reduced to the case where G ¼ PGLð2Þ � PGLð2Þ, M1 ’ PGLð2Þ � f1g,
M2 ¼ f1g � PGLð2Þ, l_ ¼ o_1 þ o_2 , m_ ¼ �o_1 þ o_2 , and ICl_ is the constant sheaf
on Grl_ . Then,

Grl_ ’ P1
�P1; GrM1 \Grl_ ’ P1

� f0;1g; GrM2 \Grl_ ’ f0;1g �P1:

Recall that, with the notations of Section 1.4, the ¢ber of L�1
G at el_ is identi¢ed with

Ctl
_

w0. Recall also that the extended af¢ne Weyl group W X_ acts on the lattice
Hom ðT �Gm;GmÞ in such a way that l_ � ~oo0 ¼ lþ ~oo0 for all l_ 2 X_ (see [PS,
Proposition 4.9.5], for instance). Thus, for any dominant coweight l_ the restriction
of LG to the G-orbit G � el_ is the line bundle LðlÞ on G=Gl_ . In particular the
restriction of the line bundle Li to GrMi

l_ is OP1 ð1Þ. Thus e1 ¼ l ! id and
e2 ¼ id! l, where l is the product by the ¢rst Chern class of OP1ð1Þ. The relation
is obviously satis¢ed.

3.3. Assume that l_ is a quasi-minuscule dominant coweight. Observe that if G is of
type A1 � A1, A2 or B2, then the set of minuscule coweights is nonempty. Thus, from
Section 2.3 we can assume that G is of type G2. Let a_1 be the long simple coroot, and
let a_2 be the short one. Then

l_ ¼ a_1 þ 2a_2 ; ða2; a_1 Þ ¼ �3; ða1; a_2 Þ ¼ �1:

�
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Set L ¼ LðlÞ and LL ¼ L [ fe0g. Then Grl_ \GrMi is the ¢xpoints set of Zi on LL, i.e.

Grl_ \GrMi ¼ fe0g [
[

m_2W �l_
GrMi

m_ where GrMi
m_ ¼

ZiLjMiem_ :

Assume that m_ ¼ w � l_ with w 2W .

(a) If ðai; m_Þ ¼ 0 then GrMi
m_ ¼

ZiLjem_ . The torus T acts on the ¢ber Ljem_ by the
character m. Since m_ 6¼ 0 and ðai; m_Þ ¼ 0, necessarily mðZiÞ is nontrivial. Thus,
GrMi

m_ ¼ em_ :
(b) If ðai; m_Þ ¼ 2 then m_ ¼ a_i and GrMi

m_ ¼ LjMiea_
i
: Moreover, since l_ is short and

a_1 is long we have i ¼ 2.
(c) If ðai; m_Þ ¼ 1 then GrMi

m_ ¼Miem_ because

�
mðZiÞ ¼ 1 and m_ 2 R_

�
) m_ 2 Za_i ) ðai; m

_Þ 6¼ 1:

In Case (b) we get (i ¼ 2)

SMi
a_i
\Grl_ ¼ LjUiea_

i
; SMi

�a_i
\Grl_ ¼ e�a_i ;

SMi
0 \Grl_ ¼ LL�je�a_

i
; and Gr

Mi

a_i
¼ LLjMiea_

i
;

where the upperscript � means than the zero section has been removed. In Case (c)
we get

SMi
m_ \Grl_ ¼ Uiem_ ; SMi

m_�a_i
\Grl_ ¼ em_�a_i ; and Gr

Mi

m_ ¼ Uiem_ [ em_�a_i :

Thus, for any m_ 2 X_, Claim (2.2.a) and Lemma 2.2 imply that

(d) if e1ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ f0g then ða1; m_Þ ¼ �1, or m_ ¼ 0, or m_ ¼ �a_1 ,
(e) if f2ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ f0g then ða2; m_Þ ¼ 1, or m_ ¼ 0, or m_ ¼ a_2 .

Observe that in Case (d) the identity (2.4.c) and Lemma 2.2 imply indeed that
m_ 6¼ 0;�a_1 , because

H�c ðSa_1
; ICl_Þ ¼ H�c ðS�a_1 ; ICl_Þ ¼ f0g:

Thus, if f2e1ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ f0g then ða1; m_Þ ¼ �1 and ða2; m_ þ a_1 Þ ¼ 1: We get
ða2; m_Þ ¼ 4. This is not possible since m_ 2 Oðl_Þ and l_ is quasi-minuscule.
Similarly, if e1f2ðH�c ðSm_ ; ICl_ÞÞ 6¼ 0 then ða1; m_Þ ¼ �2. This is not possible either.
Thus, the relation ½e1; f2� ¼ 0 is obviously satis¢ed. The relation ½e2; f1� ¼ 0 is proved
in the same way.
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